Guardians of the Ring
A new discovery unlocks the secrets of a threat-sensing protein that’s involved in healthy and unhealthy inflammation.
MORE »

Being ’Other’ at HMS
Finding ways to talk about diversity and inclusion at HMS is a big step toward ensuring equality for all.
MORE »

Decisions, Decisions
The benefits of mammography are often overestimated, and its harms underestimated, says an HMS professor of health care policy.
MORE »

Marked for Destruction
A new technology is creating detailed 'digital snapshots' showing how cells initiate the disposal of defective mitochondria.
MORE »

Featured Events
05.07.18 The Medical Response to Climate Change: What can we do? TMEC Amph., 12:45 p.m.
05.09.18 Longwood Seminar: Weighing the Facts of Obesity, Martin Conf. Ctr., 6 p.m.
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New Systems Biology Chair Named
Deputy chair Galit Lahav succeeds Marc Kirschner at department helm.
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